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Abstract— Internet of things is an emerging technology that 

efficiently and effectively improving our daily life 

activities. It reducing the cost of living by automating the 

manual processes. It integrates physical objects and 

devices via internet for synchronized communication. 

Currently the cost of electricity is reaching the sky so we 

need some sources that can produce electricity naturally 

without any cost. Here, solar panels and solar plants take 

place for producing electricity in natural manner with sun 

light. Photo voltaic cells are used in these systems that 

converts the sun light into electricity. Mostly the solar 

systems are configured in rural or agricultural areas 

where electricity mediums are still not available. These 

systems are manually operated by humans. So there is 

need of efficient approach which automatically control and 

monitor the current, voltage and other parameters of solar 

systems and provides real time statistics to users. This 

research paper proposes an IOT based approach for solar 

power consumption and monitoring that allow the users to 

monitor or control a solar plant their mobiles. Majorly, 

solar plants are built in the locations where people cannot 

reach on daily basis so this approach allows the people to 

virtually control their systems from faraway places. 

Keywords— Solar System, Power Monitoring, 

Consumption Monitoring, Internet of Things, Cloud 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IOT) is a futuristic technology which 
enables a machine to be controlled or sensed remotely by help 
of a server known as cloud server [1]. Now a days, it is used in 
every walk of life and automating the daily life activities, 
enabling exchange of data between human to machine and 
machine to human, monitoring or controlling of physical 
devices remotely from faraway places [2]. It has broader 
impact on digital and physical devices, machines, objects, 
humans, animals etc. [3]. People are able to access all the 
functionalities of their machines, robots or other devices 
which are based on IOT system. IOT connecting a large 
variety of things with each other like smart cities, smart 
vehicles, monitoring systems, smart road lights, shopping 

system, automated homes, environmental sensors and etc. [4]. 
IOT enabling machines to act on its own and these machines 
will not be dependent on humans any more for performing 
their functions [5]. Today electricity is running the world and 
without electricity we cannot do anything. Electricity is used 
in every part of our daily life like in lighting of houses, 
refrigerators, heaters, coolers, transport etc. [6]. As time 
passes electricity consumption increases so the electricity 
production should also be increased. But in our country and 
other developing countries, electricity is not produced in large 
quantity to meet its requirements. The price of electricity is 
also increasing which most of the people cannot afford. To 
meet this problem, we need a very efficient system that can 
produce electricity with natural resources. Solar power plants 
are developed to overcome these issues. But proper production 
and consumption of electricity is another issue in solar plants. 
There is also need efficient techniques to measure, manage 
and control the solar panels. These solar plants become a 
source of light in areas where there is no electric power run 
commercially [7]. This resource of energy is one of best 
energy resource which has no harm on humans or other living 
creatures and also not to the environment [8]. Photo voltaic 
cells are used in these solar power plants, when the sun light 
falls on it these cells convert this sun light directly into 
electricity. Batteries are connected with these solar panels 
which store electricity and then supply this electric power in 
homes, factories, schools [9]. Some of the solar plants are built 
nearby which are easily accessible but some of these plants are 
built in locations where people cannot travel in routine to 
check plant activities [10]. So, this research paper purposes a 
very efficient IOT based solar power consumption and 
monitoring approach which enables the users to check the 
activities of these solar plants by sitting in faraway places. 
Solar plants have to be checked regularly that it is working 
properly or not. In this research, a prototype is developed to 
implement the proposed technique to validate the results that 
the system provides with real time monitoring over solar 
plants. All the functioning, usage, energy, heat etc. is shown 
via mobile application. Arduino is used as a main board of 
system that controls the charging and the usage of the 
electricity in the whole system and then upload these 
parameters to the cloud [11]. We used Adafruit cloud services 
for storing and communicating the real time statistics [12]. 
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IOT welcoming new emerging technical platforms on ground 
[13]. The prototype warned the user in case of battery full and 
cannot store more electricity [14], So the user will be able to 
control the system accordingly. 

Rest of the paper is categorized in four sections. Section two 

review the literature to highlight the relevant work and 

considerable parameters of solar systems. In section three, 

system design is elaborated with the help of block diagram 

and working flow of system. Furthermore, this section 

illustrates the experimental setup. Section four discusses the 

experimental results with the help of graphs. Section five, 

finally concludes the paper and shows the future directions. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

The conventional sources of electricity are depleting so there 

is need of some non-conventional resources which can be used 

for lifetime. One of the source is solar power system. This 

system stores and supply electricity by converting sunlight 

into electricity. When there is no sunlight to convert sun rays 

into electric power then the batteries supply already stored 

electricity. These IOT based PV systems are the next 

generation system which will improve the monitoring of solar 

systems [2]. Another low cost IOT based PV system is 

proposed by [4].. They used GPRS module and a low-cost 
microcontroller which will receive every information from the 

PV system. IOT is widely spread in world of electronics. This 

system measures the temperature and current of PV system. 

The data of system is accessed through a website. One of the 

non-conventional electricity resource is the solar power panel 

and due to the huge decrease in the cost of modern 

technologies, these solar power systems are very cheap and 

accessible now [12]. But these systems need monitoring 

regularly so peoples track and control effectively. Data logger 

and monitoring methods are very important for the better 

working of a solar systems. These methods enable us to get all 
the information of the system about malfunctioning before any 

greater damages. Another paper proposed a IOT based solar 

power system that use raspberry pi for component integration 

[3]. This system also provides constant statistics via website. 

The data logger records about humidity, temperature, voltage 

and current. Kishore et all proposed another cloud based solar 

system monitoring technique which transfers constant records 

over cloud after a specific time [15]. The analysis of current 

status about solar system becomes easy by continuous tracking 

the power plant. The benefit of analysis is that it is helping for 

finding or detecting the possible fault in system and kept on 

eye on output from a large distance. Rakesh et all proposed 
another ecofriendly solar system. Power generated are 

monitored in real time and update in server [7]. As world faces 

shortage of renewable resources so every country moves 

towards the solar systems and scientist put their efforts to 

make them efficient. Abilash et all discusses the working of 

photo voltaic cell in detail to present the solar system to meet 

the ever growing technological advancements [16]. Dust on 

the solar panels also effect the performance of the solar panel 

in utilization of energy.  This paper proposes a system which 

gives the solution and method for the monitoring of the solar 

panel’s dust accumulation [1]. This system monitors the dust 

formed on the solar panels, blocking the radiations from 

reaching the panels. This system contains LDR sensor with 

NodeMCU for dust checking. Solar power plants should be 
monitored regularly for best output. The system in this 

proposed research paper uses AT mega controller to control 

the parameters. This system continuously monitors the 

performance of solar plant and upload parameters over the 

cloud [17]. Another system is present by [10] and in this 

system different parameters of the solar panels are monitored 

i.e. intensity, current, voltage, temperature and power. They 

used Arduino UNO controller with LDR censors to monitor 

the light intensity. ACS712 and LM35 is used her to measure 

the load current. After this all the parameters are displayed on 

LCD. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In our proposed technique, all the energy produced by the 
solar panels is continuously monitored. The sensors attached 
to the system sense the conditions and Arduino analyze the 
data received from these sensors about parameters. It has a 
Wi-Fi module which help in connecting the mobile [18]. All 
these parameters are uploaded to the cloud and the user can 
have access of these real time parameters any time [19]. 

Arduino Mega

Solar PanelBattery

Current 
Sensor

Voltage
Sensor

Heat
Sensor

Temperature 
Sensor

Cloud

Mobile 
Application

LCD Display

 

Fig. 1. Block Diagram 

Figure 1 represents a block diagram of proposed approach in 
which Arduino Mega 2560 microcontroller chip integrates 
with all essential sensors, components and analyzing statistics. 
There are 4 sensors attached to the Arduino which sense the 
different factors that have an effect on the whole system. 
These sensors are attached to the battery and the battery is 
attached to the solar panel. Arduino further more connects to 
the ESP8266 with an LCD display. 
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The following figure 2 shows the process of the whole system 
explained through a flow diagram. In start, Arduino is 
initiated, then a connection is established with the internet. If 
the connection is established successfully than the system 
proceeds and if connection fails, the system sends an error 
message. After successful connection with internet, an IP 
address is generated, then the input is taken from the solar 
panel and the sensors attached to the panel access the input 
and pass them to the Arduino microcontroller [20]. Arduino 
process the initial data and transfer over cloud. These 
parameters are displayed on the LCD display and also 
uploaded to the cloud and user can have access of this data via 
mobile application. 

 

Initiate Arduino

Start

Establish connection

Connection
Established

Generation of IP Adress

Input From Solar Panel

Voltage Sensor Current Sensors Heat Sensors Temperature Sensor

Read and Analyze Data 

LCDSend To Cloud
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Fig. 2. Process Chart of Proposed Approach 

  

Fig. 3. Circuit Diagram 

Figure 3 shows the circuit diagram of proposed approach 
that how the system will be integrated. There are four sensors 
voltage, current, heat and temperature and humidity sensor 
which are connected with Arduino as well as bread board. 
There is a battery attached with bread board and Arduino. The 
LCD display and ESP8266 is connected to the board and 
Arduino. 

1. Hardware Components 

Following components are used to build the prototype of 
underlying system. 

A. Arduino Mega 2560 

It is an advanced board for integrating different sensors and 
devices for automation [21]. It has a total 54 pins for the 
input/output in digital form, 16 analog inputs, a 16 MHz 
crystal oscillator, 4 UARTs, a USB connection, an ICSP 
header, a power jack, and a reset button. It has everything 
needed to support the microcontroller, just connect it to the 
computer with a USB cable or power it with an AC-to-DC 
adapter or a battery to get started. 

 

Fig. 4. Arduino Mega 2560 

B. Solar Panel 

It consists of photo voltaic cells. When the sun light or 
radiations fall on them these PV cells convert these radiations 
in to electrical energy. These PV modules uses photons from 
the sun light and generate electrical energy. Which is then 
stored in batteries and supplies to homes, offices etc. The suns 
radiation has variations to handle these variations we use 
specific sensors [22]. 
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Fig. 5. Solar Panels 

C. Battery 

It is device which contains one or more electro chemical cells. 
It has two terminals cathode and anode with are used for the 
connection of battery with any device [23]. The electrical 
energy produces by the solar panels is stored in these batteries 
which helps in providing energy to appliances. 

 

Fig. 6. Battery 

D. LCD Display 

It is used for the display of the parameters which are fetched 
by the Arduino Mega 2560 from the sensors.  

 

Fig. 7. LCD display 

E. Current Sensor ACS712 

It is device which detects the electrical current passing through 
any material and then generate signals which are same to the 
electrical current. This signal can be an analog signal or a 
digital signal. The current signals are passed through ammeter 
for measuring current. 

 

Fig. 8. Current Sensor ASC712 

 

F. Voltage Sensor 

This device converts voltage in a circuit in to the physical 
signal same as the voltage. Then this physical signal helps in 
measuring the voltage difference between two points. 

 

Fig. 9. Voltage Sensor 

G. Heat Sensor 

It is a device which is used to analyze or sense the heating of a 
system when it is running. It helps us to cools down the 
system and prevent the excess of heating. 

H. Temperature and Humidity Sensor RHT03 

It is the sensor which is used to sense the temperature of the 
system while it is running [25]. It helps us to know the system 
temperature and if the temperature exceeds than we can 
control it. It also checks the humidity in the atmosphere to 
check the radiations falling on it. 

I. Adafruit Cloud 

Adafruit is a cloud server that is specially developed for 
internet of things projects. It provides various statistical tools 

on single clicks. The data of parameters are moved over cloud. 

Multiple post operations are performed on data over cloud and 

mobile application also access data from cloud.  
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IV. EXPERIMETNAL RESULTS 

The results of our system can be shown directly on the LCD 

display attached to the whole system and it also available 
through mobile device. Specific mobile application is 

developed that fetches the data from the cloud and display the 

real time results to user. 

 
Fig. 10. Proposed Approach Prototype with Results 

 

 
Fig. 11. Real Time Results over Mobile Application 

 

 
Fig. 12. Current Profile 

 

 
Fig. 13. Voltage Profile 

 

 
Fig. 13. Temperature Profile 
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Fig. 15. Comparative profile of Current, Voltage and 

Temperature 

In this figure 16 the mobile display of all parameters is shown 

which were uploaded to the cloud and the user can have access 

of it anywhere. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The need of electricity is rising day by day and traditional 

sources of energy are not producing enough to meet this 

graph. This exponential need also effects on electricity cost 

and human lives. Internet of things revolutionizing human 

lives in every field of life. Solar panel are not traditional 

source of electricity that may fulfil the need of energy. In this 

paper, an IOT based approach for monitoring the solar power 
consumption is presented and a prototype is developed to 

simulate the results. The underlying approach records the solar 

panel perimeters like current, voltage and temperate via 

sensors and transfer over cloud using Arduino. Results are 

displayed via onboard screen as well as mobile application. 

Users will be able to track, monitor and control their panel 

virtually to maximize the electricity. In future, we will 

implement reinforcement learning algorithm to predict the 

future usage and electricity production of solar panels. 
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